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MARY, REFUGE OF

HOLY LOVE.

There is a place called Holy
Love.

Mary, the Mother of God, is
the Refuge of Holy Love.

A refuge is a safe and
loving place, much like a
mother’s arms.





Mary is also our Mother. She
invites us to Holy Love to give
us many graces from Her
Heart.  Mary’s Heart is Holy
Love, and She teaches us to
love God most of all and to
love our neighbor as ourselves.

This means God is number one
in our lives and it also means
to treat our neighbor as kindly
as we can. Even though it can
be hard at times.

Blessed Mother also tells us to
always trust in God with all our



hearts because the more we
trust Him, the more we love
Him, and that is very important.



When we come to the Holy
Love property, we are
promised a second angel to
help us through our lives
and to help us stay close to
Jesus and Mary.

This is very special because
when we only had one
angel before, now we have
two.

This new angel is our
special friend that helps us
to live in Holy Love.





Also on the many acres of
Holy Love, there are four
lakes. They all have Special
Water that is blessed from
Heaven. There is also a
spring called “Maranatha
Spring”. The word
“Maranatha” means “Come,
Lord Jesus.”

There is also a well with a
pump where you can pump
your own Specially Blessed
Water to take home with
you.





The first lake is the Lake of
Tears.

It is shaped like a big
teardrop.

Our Lady says that this lake
is filled with Her tears.  She
is sad because of the many
sins in the world.  Make Her
happy with your love and
prayers.





The next lake is the Lake of
Angels with a tiny chapel
next to it that has many
stories inside from the
people who have been
healed by the Special
Water.





The next lake is the Lake of
St. Michael.

It is dedicated to Michael
the Archangel, who is a very
brave angel.  He fights
Satan, who is God’s enemy.





Then further back in the
United Hearts Field is the
quiet lake of St. Joseph.

A big statue of St. Joseph
stands close by, peacefully
watching.





There is another statue in
the United Hearts Field of
St. Padre Pio.

He promises that if you stop
and pray in front of him, he
will bless you with his
Priestly Blessing.

He shows you to the big
white Cross, which is the
entrance to the Stations of
the Cross inside the woods.





In the middle of the United
Hearts Field there are two
big statues. One is of Jesus
and the other of Mary.

They can be seen from a far
distance and They look very
glorious as They watch over
the Holy Love property.



Jesus shows us His Sacred
Heart.  Mary shows us Her
Immaculate Heart.  They
welcome people with Their
United Hearts.



Holy Love is a very special
place and we can feel free
to come back many times,
to visit and pray.

Jesus and Mary invite you
to return and to always live
in Their United Hearts by
living in Holy Love.
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